WINTER’S HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
SESSION 2016-2017
CLASS- VI

Winter is the time for comfort, for good food and warmth, for the touch of a friendly hand
and for a talk beside the fire: it is the time for home.
The colour of winter is in the imagination.
Let us love winter, for it is the spring of genius and perseverance.
Dear Parents
Holidays are the time for the parents to become the teachers and friends! The first institution
of a child where he learns is his home. A child passes most of his time with his parents and
learns from his parents and the environment provided to him by his parents in home. Parents
play a vital role in the education of their child. Keeping this in mind the school has designed
Holiday Homework that provides you with an opportunity to be with your child and become their
partners in recreational tasks.
The Holiday Homework will be assessed as a part of FA4 and must be presented at its best FEW
TIPS:







.

Encourage your child to read Newspaper every day.
Encourage your child for morning exercise and lead a healthier life.
Inculcate the habit of Reading.
Encourage your child to converse in English.
Log in to the school website, info@mountabuschool.com for daily updates.
Divide the time judiciously for academic and recreational work.
Revise the syllabus of all subjects covered so far.

SUBJECT- ENGLISH

1. 'Taro's Reward' is a story in Japanese context about the obedience of a son to his
parents. Similarly, there are many Indian legends that describe the values of obedience and
respect like the story of Shravan Kumar, Lord Ram. Read more such stories which will be
narrated by you in one minute in class. It will be assessed as an FA4 activity.
2. Make two bookmarks. Decorate it and write an inspirational quotation by a well known poet
or author. Laminate and present it beautifully
3.

Given below are the clues of a story. Supposing that this story is to be enacted by the
students of your class in an inter-class competition, write the script of this story. Your script
should have the dialogues( word limit-150)

Hints –
 A Mouse Maiden mouse changed into a girl by a magician...
 wants to marry the strongest person...
 asks whether sun or cloud stronger (why?)...
 but mountain stronger than clouds (how?)...
 but mouse stronger than mountain (how?)...
 girl asks to marry mouse, becomes a mouse again.
Where to do- A4 size sheet and place the same in a handmade folder.
Parameters – Content,Accuracy, Presentation

SUBJECT- MATHS
Observation Red Dice

Blue Dice

Sum

Difference

1.

-1

4+(-1) = 3

4-(-1) = 5

+4

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1. Take 2 dice of different colours (e.g. red and white/red and blue). Let 1 of them represent
positive integers and the other represent negative integers. For e.g. let the red die
represent positive integers i.e. +1, +2, +3, +4, +5 and +6 and let white/blue die represent
negative integers i.e. -1, -2, -3, -4, -5 and -6. Throw both the dice simultaneously. Record your
observation and find it’s sum and difference and record them in the table.Repeat this 10 t+es.
Below is an example.
How to do- The homework should be neatly done.
Where to do- Mathematics Project File
2. Take two A-4 size sheets. On one of them, draw two rectangles with same perimeter but
different areas. On the other, draw two rectangles with same area but different perimeters.
OR
Draw five rectangles and squares of different measurements on square paper and find out
their area and perimeter.
SUBJECT- SCIENCE
1. Make an electric tester circuit to test whether a given substance allows electric current
to pass through it or not. ( Refer page 161 of book for construction)
Parameters – 1. Accuracy

2. Presentation

2. Make a windvane. ( refer page 201of book for construction)
Parameters -1. Accuracy

2. Presentation

SUBJECT- SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. What to do :- Design flash cards on different types of occupation practiced in India with their
short description.
Size:- Postcard Size
Number Of Flashcards:- Three per student
Parameters:- Content, originality, Research, Presentation
2. What to do :- Be a nature enthusiast make a poster on "save wildlife" with a creative slogan.
Where to do:- Project File
Parameters:- Content, originality, Research, Presentation
3. What to do :- Draw a cartoon on the topic: "We may have come on different ships, but we
are in the same boat now". (Stirring for equality)
Where to do:- Project File
Parameters:- Content, originality, Research, Presentation

